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were seen in Paris."The threat is very real," said an observer.
"Shi'ite fanatics have discovered that with one man and a
truck they can kill as many as 100 or 200 civilians or military
personnel."
The danger is aggravated by a large number of U.S.
military installations, and private buildings of American mil
itary personnel are difficult to protect.Adding to the security
problems are the political dealings of West German Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher with the Iranian and the
Syrian regimes, and the unwillingness of one faction in the
West German police force to take effective action against the
terrorist operations.
The center of Iranian operations in Europe has been iden
tified as a diplomatic building in the Marienburg quarter of
Cologne, at Parkstr. 5. But to date, little has been attempted
to even curtail the activities at that center. Without a deter
mined intervention by the Americans and French on the West
German government, there is little chance that the Iranian
terrorists will be stopped before they commit an atrocity.
Increasing the Iranian ability to move as "fish in the
water" are reports that significant portions of the Green/Peace
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Huber has been for years a key element in what is known
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sive weapons and thereby opened up the prospect of a long
term economic revival as well. From the moment Andropov
answered that speech with an hysterical tirade, ignoring the
U. S. offer for joint or parallel development of this capability,
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to-bottom purge of the party, during meetings at the local,
regional, and republic level slated for the next two months.
At the center of the Red Square line-up on Nov. 7 was
Defense Minister Marshal D.F.Ustinov.Chief of Staff Mar
shal Nikolai Ogarkov and his deputy, Marshal Sergei Akh
romeyev, appeared in unprecedented press conferences in
Moscow in September, Ogarkov to justify the KAL shooting
and Akhromeyev-stepping beyond the bounds of the strictly
military-to lay down the line on the imminent installation
of U. S. Pershing rockets in Europe.
Politburo member Gregorii Romanov expounded the same
line, the military's line, in the summary policy speech he
delivered at the Revolution Day eve ceremony in the Kremlin
Nov. 5. Calling the international situation the tensest since
World War II, Romanov warned, "If the U.S. starts deploy
ing the new missiles in Western Europe, the Soviet Union

taken control of policy

will not sit idly by. Retaliatory measures . . . will follow
inevitably. . . . Preparatory work for the deployment of op
enitional tactical missile complexes on the territory of [East
Germany and Czechoslovakia] is starting.There will be other
steps, too. "
In October, the Warsaw Pact worked out details of this

the military moved forward with its pre-war marching orders.
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formed Soviet source " told the French agency that "the Soviet

whether to release these documents to the public; the State

leadership decided that the summit . . . would serve no pur

Department is said to be lobbying to suppress them.

pose. . . .The threat posed by the U.S.missiles was so great
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with it. " Instead, the next meeting to take place was the

fear the U.S. beam program because it would jeopardize

annual session of the Warsaw Pact Defense Council to make

Soviet superiority in this area.

final arrangements for the Eastern missile deployments.

With these documents in its possession, the administra
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forces, aide to the cutthroat Lavrentii Beria (the last head of
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For the Soviet command, confidently pursuing its own

Semite, and anti-Westerner, Yepishev declared in the army

antiballistic beam-weapons program for two decades with

paper Krasnaya Zvezda that the time ahead "will bring sub

the assurances of Henry Kissinger that the United States
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would not launch one, Reagan's move was a drastic shock.
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Rumor has it that Moscow's expert on U. S. affairs, Georgii

On Sept. 8, Army General I. N. Shkadov, a deputy de
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fense minister, pronounced another watchword for Andro
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In Soviet usage, the term refers precisely to a military offi

pov's year: military yedinonachaliye, "one-man command. "
Andropov was last seen by Western eyes and shown in

cer's having the last word that may not be countermanded by

the press in mid-August, although his statements keep ap

his political commissar or anybody else. In his Sept. 8 article

principle

pearing in the Soviet papers. With Andropov absent, specu

in Krasnaya Zvezda, Shkadov said that this

lation about a successor focuses on younger Politburo mem

more important today than ever: "The sole commander's

bers, former Leningrad party chief Grigorii Romanov and

role, importance and responsibility are . . . increasing today

First Deputy Prime Minister Geidar Aliyev, the Azerbaijani

as a result of profound changes in the nature of modem

Muslim.The machinery has also been set in motion for a top-

combat. "
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